Reducing NFAs by equivalences Ê -coarsest equivalence over É right-invariant with respect to Å NFA reduction with Ê is trivial -merge all states in the same equivalence class Ä -defined symmetrically (using the reversed automaton)
Reducing NFAs by equivalences -example 
Reducing NFAs with preorders reduction is complicated -after merging two states, we recompute Ê and Ǟ Champarnaud, Coulon, 2004: Ô and Õ can be merged iff (Hopcroft, Karp, 1973) Optimal use of equivalences proof idea -consider only the instances for which È is a partition -vertex covering problem on 3-partite hypergraphs -3-SAT Conclusions and further research equivalences -useful, easy to compute -easy to combine "optimally" -iterate our algorithm for equivalences -merge only some equivalent states (and then iterate) -stronger definition of "optimal" preorders -potentially more powerful than equivalences -too expensive to combine "optimally" -weaker definition of "optimal" -efficient approximation algorithms
